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A lot of the current research, promotion, and advocacy in library
collections has been focused on e-books, including my own. So, why
suddenly print books? The answer is that, like many others librarians
and researchers, I focus on what’s relevant and where the burning
questions are. And questions surrounding print books are the ones
keeping us up at night lately.
For the majority of history of libraries, the value of books has never
been questioned. The book was the thing libraries were all about.
Lately, however, with both financial and space constraints, we all
started asking a variety of questions – both very concrete and
measurable, as well as more philosophical ones.
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Some background on what’s been happening lately and why this
study is needed?
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Some data from CCL to back up these statements. The top chart
shows the variation in budget increase/decrease in recent years
– with cuts coinciding with the Global financial crisis, then only
a partial restoration, then few years with around 2% increase,
another partial bump, and it has now stabilized at about 3.8%
maintenance level increase.
However, looking at the actual dollar amounts in the second
chart, it is evident that the cuts were a significant setback for the
overall library purchasing power. The green treadline shows the
levels where the budget would have been had the library been
consistently getting 5% annual increase.
In FY18 the gap with current funding is ~1.3 million dollars.
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How do those budget increase levels affect print books in
particular? This chart shows the pressure non-discretionary
parts of the budget – like journal subscriptions – put on the
discretionary portion – in green, where print books funding
lives. We see that due to journal subscription increasing 5.4%
annually, they keep eating bigger and bigger chunk of the total
budget, while the discretionary part gets smaller and smaller –
from 14% in year 1, to 1.5% in year 6, and then completely
disapears.
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This chart shows the appropriation for print books specifically in
relation to the total acquisitions budget. Before the cuts, the print
book money is around 30% of total materials; with the budget
cuts it gets down to 17%, then it is partially restored to about
20%, but it goes down to ~15% now, even though the total
budget is growing a little more stably now.
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If we examine more specifically the expenditure for print books
per acquisition mode, we can note several trends. The red
indicates the approval plan – the nearly $0 in FY08 and FY11 are
years when the plan had been suspended for review and
modification, but for the rest of the time, it had been bringing a
stable flow of books and in the last years it is gaining strength
and in FY17 spent 60% of all p-book money. Standing orders are
showing diminishing importance. The blue indicates on-demand
spending that we have only been tracking separately for a few
years now.
The big change is the firm orders – from the most prominent and
important way to acquire p-books, it has gone down to only 16%
in FY17.
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If we overlay the appropriation level for p-books on the
expenditure, we’d noticed additional important trend – before
the cuts, p-book money was consistently underspend, even
when it was allocated. After the cuts, there were a few years
with overspending. As of FY14, we restored allocations to
significantly higher levels, with the help of endowment funding,
but the expenditure never picked up again.
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This chart shows the print book growth in numbers of volumes –
between 20,000 and almost 30,000 per year. Then with the
budget cuts, the number of added volumes went down to about
10,000 per year, and in the last couple of years it is even lower –
at ~7,000 p.a.
However, since the library has not done any major
reaccessioning, at least not since 2011, this means that the
collection keeps growing – with slower rates, but the total
number of available volumes is consistently higher.
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Circulation rates, however, go down consistently as well. This is
a trend that is being reported all across libraries – from ARLs to
our Oberlin group colleagues.
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In an attempt to start tackling these important trends, CCL
designed a study of p-books and initially focused on the
following research questions:
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We decided to take a look at a portion of newly purchased books
and try and understand what factors influence their circulation.
The beginning date of the study coincides with our migration to
OCLC’s WMS. We could have collected acquisitions data across
both systems, but only WMS circulation data comes with a
timestamp that allows for the types of analyses we wanted to
perform.
Even though for some of the titles – the ones purchased in the
beginning of the period – we have more than a year’s worth of
circ data, we only used the first 366 days for each item in order
to ensure consistent results.
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We sliced and diced the data several different ways with the
most important analyses performed per acquisition mode.
By firm order we mean “librarian selections” as opposed to ondemand – which represents selections initiated by faculty or a
student.
In our budget, course readings are technically “on-demand”
orders, but for the purpose of this study, we identified them and
pulled them out in their own acquisition mode because we
thought being course readings would certainly influence their
circulation patterns.
We also looked at the data per discipline, and subject area. Some
of these results are included here as well.
In the majority of cases we summed up the different types of
usage, since it was just important to us that the title presented
interest to a patron. In some cases we differentiated between
checkouts, renewals, and “soft checkouts” – i.e. OCLC’s term for
internal usage. In most cases where we compared soft usage to
checkouts, renewals are included in the “checkouts” count.
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In green – titles with at last one usage during the first year.
Course readings and on-demand have the highest proportion of
all available titles showing usage. However, since the highest
proportion of all titles arrived on approval, the 26% approval
titles with usage represent a higher number.
I’d like to talk about the significance of the 29% overall of titles
used. We know from the literature that depending on the library
type and the size if the collection, anywhere between 40% and
60% of print books never get touched for their entire shelf-life. So
I found the fact that almost 30% of our sample had already
escaped that fate after only a year very encouraging and a sign
we are doing something right.
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Same analysis by discipline – most notably showing how
predominant arts and humanities discipline is when it comes to
print books. The portion that had registered usage in AH is in
line with the average for all books.
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Zooming in to subject level – all areas with notable green bars
fall into AH or social sciences subjects.
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Same data broken down by acquisition mode
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…and by discipline
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Zoom in to the first 24 hours, the first week, and the first month.
It is not surprising that on-demand are some of “hottest” titles,
but it is interesting that so many autoship and firm order titles
get discovered that quickly. We are wondering if our new book
shelf or the new books notifications are having an effect.
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The data per discipline shows the exact same trends for the fist
24 hours and the first week with very slight difference in the
whole first month.
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The green bars are the averages calculated only for the books
with usage. The orange bars are adjusted with the addition of
the titles that did not have usage within the first year. In order to
include them we assigned first usage day of 400 for these titles.
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Same for discipline groups.
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This chart shows titles per type of usage – 84% has only external
usage – checkouts and renewals, 11% had only soft checkouts –
i.e. internal usage, and 5% had both. We looked into these 5% to
see if there was a prevalent trend in circulation – for example,
did titles more often got internal usage first and then got
borrowed, or vice versa. The data shows it was almost equal.
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It is interesting that most of internal usage is on autoship and
firm orders. Only 4% soft checkouts on course readings doesn’t
seem right. Students must be reshelving or we are not counting
as reliably as we should.
Renewals should be all coming from students, since faculty has a
year loan period.
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This chart shows all usage distribution per acquisition mode in
context of the total number of titles acquired under that acq
mode. The turnover rate shows the average number of
circulations per available title. For example: there are 4001 titles
purchased under approval autoship and 2552 uses related to
these titles. Therefore, the turnover of autoship titles is 0.6,
which means that per average 60% of all titles had one use or
each available title had per average 0.6 uses. Course readings are
the clear winner with the highest turnover per purchased title,
followed by on-demand. Firm orders are in line with the average
for all titles – 0.8.
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Same analysis per discipline does not show notable differences.
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This is a different way to look at the data – if we correlated all
usage only with the titles that has seen use, we can calculate how
intensely these titles have been used. Course readings and ondemand titles have been used most intensely – with 3.83 and
3.24 uses per title respectively.
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Same analysis per discipline does not show notable differences.
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No titles with intense internal usage. We will never know how
many books patrons are reshelving themselves.
The significance of the 22% of titles that circulate first to other
libraries is that our library got a lot of reproach for leaving Link+
borrowing consortium when we migrated out of our III ILS. This
data shows that we are still very much a team player and
lending a lot, including our newest titles.
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Good CPU for a journal is no more than $25 per PDF; it cost $30
to borrow a print book via Resource Sharing.
The data for standing orders is very troubling. But the course
readings number is great! Even though this service requites a
significant investment in both dollars and staff time, it seems to
be our BEST investment.
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Seems right, given that STEM books tend to be more expensive
per average
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Not at all what we expected. We will be spending more time
with this data to understand what it means and how it can
inform our future collection development.
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I’d like to put in context the sample we just examined. While not
every title is purchased in the year it is published, those two are
usually the same or close. We also rarely go back and purchase
significant number of print backlist, so, publication year tends to
be a good indicator as to how long the book has been in the
library. The sample we talked about represents ~1.5% of all
holdings.
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To put that in perspective – ¾ of the collection is 18 years old or
older. I’d like to talk about the significance of the number 15 in
book age. It is number that is being thrown around in libraries a
lot lately – we consider titles older than 15 years for weeding, we
look for circulations within the last 15 years, we commit to keep
books for 15 years in Shared print agreements. All this to say is
that 15 years seems to be the threshold beyond which a book is
no longer considered new and hot. And that’s where ¾ of our
collection falls.
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We correlated the distribution of circulations with the
distribution of holdings. The yellow bars show what percentage
of total holdings were published in the specific publication
period, while the green bars show what proportion of
circulations belonged to that groups between Jul 1, 2015 and Sep
30, 2017.
For example – pre-1950 books are 17% of all holdings, but
received only 6% of all circulations; titles published between
2010 and 2014 on the other hand represent 6% of holdings, but
13% of all circs. So, clearly if the green bars are higher, titles have
circulated more intensely per average.
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Adding the turnover rate makes that more visible.
For example – the 2016 turnover rate is 11%, meaning that in
average 11% of all titles published in 2016 have seen a circulation
in the period between Jul 1, 2016 and Sep 30, 2017 vs. only 4.2%
of the titles published between 2000 and 2004.
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While we recognize newer titles are used more, 60% of all
circulation still comes from titles 18 old or older – the titles we
consider old. So, if we are going to be removing some of these
from the open shelves, we’ll need to do that very thoughtfully.
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Significant circ numbers from even older titles.
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Inform space planning for active print
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Inform space planning for active print
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